Leading the energy transition with

Stand-Alone Power Systems

Delivering
energy
solutions
differently
Leading the energy transition with advancements
in stand-alone power system design and technology
Boundary Power is a joint venture between Australian energy utility,
Horizon Power, and integrated electrical solutions provider, Ampcontrol Limited,
bringing together significant stand-alone power system (SAPS) expertise.

Award-winning solutions
Boundary Power’s range of innovative SAPS solutions are receiving significant
acknowledgement within industry, including ‘Energy Innovation of the Year’ at the Australian
Institute of Energy’s 2021 WA Energy Awards and an ‘Engineering Design’ accolade at the 2021
Good Design Awards.

About
SAPS
A renewables led energy solution
Through innovation and new technology Boundary Power is solving old problems with
new solutions, proving it is possible to provide reliable, high quality, cleaner power
through an off-grid solution.
SAPS use the latest in solar and battery technology to generate and store electricity
without the need to be connected to the overhead electricity network, and have been
designed and engineered to:
X enable the removal of poles and wires
X be low in emissions
X use the diesel generator sparingly
X be compact in design and footprint
X be monitored and controlled remotely

How SAPS work
Using solar panels, batteries, inverters and in some instances a
back-up diesel generator, SAPS supplies continuous power 24
hours a day, regardless of the weather and without the need to be
connected to a power network.

SAPS
benefits
Leading the energy transition
Boundary Power’s SAPS are scalable energy efficient solutions suitable for Australia’s changing
climate and conditions, and are highly adaptable to individual energy requirements.
With its advanced modularity design and new technologies, Boundary Power is raising the
benchmark in SAPS innovation, offering proven benefits including:
Reliable
X Design features such as
the back up generator and
battery storage deliver
improvements in power
quality, flow and reliability
X 24 hour remote system
monitoring is quick to detect
and resolve issues.

Recovery
X SAPS can provide long term
reliable power quickly to
help communities and their
economies recover sooner
from a natural disaster such
as a bush fire.

Rapid
X Boundary Power’s
Solar Qube® can be deployed
off the back of a truck and ready
for energy export in under 90
minutes
X Emergency response teams
can quickly deploy SAPS on
site during a major incident
to power temporary facilities.

Renewables
X SAPS deliver significant
reductions in carbon
emissions
X The environmental impacts
associated with installing and
maintaining poles and wires
networks are removed
X Noisy diesel generators are
replaced with silent power.

Resilient
X SAPS are designed to
be resilient against the
impacts of extreme climatic
conditions such as storms,
cyclones and floods
X SAPS keeps essential
infrastructure, such as
telecommunication towers,
powered during critical
natural disasters including
bush fires.

Returns
X SAPS significantly reduce
operating and maintenance
costs as a result of removing
the need for traditional poles
and wires
X Falling costs of components
is making SAPS an
increasingly viable alternative
to traditional poles and wires.

Proven track record
With a proven track record in the end-to-end deployment of SAPS solutions, Boundary
Power’s expertise includes the design, construction, deployment and ongoing operation and
maintenance of SAPS for commercial, utility and residential purposes.

Nano
SAPS
A stand-alone power solution for smaller, remote loads
Nano SAPS is the perfect small load solution
designed for:
X ease of transport
X rapid deployment and redeployment
X supply of 240VAC stand-alone power
without the need for a back-up diesel
generator.

Typical applications
The Nano SAPS suits smaller loads such as
domestic and single load rural and industrial
applications, including:
X remote rail and telco
X small farming loads
X powering small pumps
X electric fences.

Features
X Small footprint making it suitable for
deployment in difficult terrain.
X Low maintenance design including no
generator which significantly reduces
the need for system maintenance or
repairs.
X Adaptable, including AC and DC
applications that can accommodate
existing power sources, plus
communication equipment for
integration into customer metering
and reporting systems.
X Durable robust design making it
suitable for harsh climates, including
a weatherproof mounting frame and
enclosure.

Solar
Qube®
Boundary Power is leading the market with a
new evolution in stand-alone power systems
Boundary Power’s multi-award winning Solar Qube® is leading the energy transition, making
it possible to replace traditional poles and wires networks with an off-grid, clean power
solution.
Incorporating the latest in design and technology, Solar Qube® is swift to deploy, scalable
with the capacity for growth and stackable for efficiency.

Typical applications
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

utilities
emergency services
mining
defence
farming
tourism
remote communities
residential dwellings

Features
X Workshop assembled making it easier to
transport and deploy on site.
X Quicker to deploy arriving on site preassembled,
Solar Qube® is deployed off the truck and ready for
energy export in just 90 minutes.
X More affordable to maintain thanks to
swappable module components which are
more cost effective.
X Remote monitoring and control of system
helps to lower operational and maintenance
costs.

R-Series
SAPS
A utility grade off-grid power solution for
commercial premises and small industry
Boundary Power is leading the energy transition with its advanced SAPS design and
technology solutions.
The R-Series utility grade system delivers safe, reliable and continuous power.
Supplemented by a back-up diesel generator it is less vulnerable to traditional outages
such as pole damage, fires, floods or storms.

Typical applications
The scalable design makes it the perfect
solution to supply medium to large
loads for:
X utilities
X commercial
X mining
X farming
X remote communities
X residential dwellings

Features
X Design optimisation enabling system design
and configuration to be tailored to the
geographic location to maximise power
generation.
X Load capacity to deliver larger load demands
to single, split or three phase.
X Scalable over time to deliver on a future
increase in demand for power.
X Low maintenance costs through remote
monitoring and control, enabling many
issues to be resolved remotely.

Case Study
R-Series
SAPS
SAPS is helping keep the remote
community of Beaumont connected
The Beaumont Community Hall, some 120 kilometres east of Esperance, Western Australia,
has been pivotal in keeping the remote farming community of Beaumont connected.
Being located towards the end of a distribution spur line meant power outages were common
at the community hall. Equipment such as fridges and freezers were not able to be left on,
and outdoor lighting, including the tennis court lighting was unreliable – limiting the use of the
community facilities both day and night.
The community welcomed the installation of a 10.8 kilowatt R Series SAPS by their utility,
Horizon Power, in late 2019 which has resulted in a range of benefits including:
X Reduction in power interruptions and outages from once a week prior to the SAPS
installation, to zero outages.
X An increase in the use of the community hall and its facilities which is supporting the
community in staying connected and contributing to their overall wellbeing and mental
health.
X Supply of reliable power to the district fire station located alongside the community hall
which ensures fire vehicle batteries remain constantly charged.

“You can’t underestimate
how important social
connection is on the
mental health and
wellbeing of a community.
Since the SAPS was
installed we have set up
a men’s group which is
helping to get the men off
their farms and providing a place for them to talk among themselves.”
- Lyndon Mickel, President Beaumont Community Association, 					
Horizon Power customer, Western Australia

Kiosk
SAPS
Australia’s most resilient stand-alone power system
The Kiosk SAPS is an all-purpose, all-climate off-grid power solution. With a
Category D Wind rating, it is resilient to Australia’s extreme and harsh weather
conditions and can be deployed anywhere in Australia.

Typical applications
X
X
X
X

Remote communities
Large agri-businesses
Heavy industrial
Mining and resources

Features
X Load flexibility and capacity (20kW-120kW+)
able to deliver larger load demands to single,
split or three phase, with high overload and
overcurrent capacity.
X Customisable to suit specific site
requirements.
X Low maintenance costs through remote
monitoring and control, enabling many issues
to be resolved remotely.
X Category D Wind Rated and suitable for
deployment anywhere in Australia.

SAPS
services
Complimentary services
for SAPS products
Boundary Power offers complementary services for its SAPS products, including system design
and planning, through to installation and ongoing operations and maintenance.
Key components of our service offering include:

Remote monitoring and control
X License fee arrangement offering SAPS
remote monitoring and control capability
providing:
X Fleet management of small through to
large fleets
X Visibility of system’s performance
X Remote troubleshooting
X Cybersecurity protections
X Integrated with utility systems such as SCADA
X Capable of more complex integrations (eg
bespoke utility systems)

Operations and Maintenance
services
X Regular scheduled planned maintenance
inspections
X Unplanned service to respond to critical and
non-critical call outs
X Generator refuelling service

Getting
started
Boundary Power has one of the most
experienced SAPS teams in Australia
With a proven track record in the design, deployment and ongoing operations and
management of SAPS across a range of industries, our team will work with you to deliver a
tailored SAPS solution which meets your energy needs now and into the future.
Get in touch with us to arrange for a SAPS specialist to come and meet with you to learn more
about your energy needs and discuss your options.
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